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Abstract
Spectroscopic information of hard–to–reach superheavy nuclei can be invaluable in
understanding the dynamics of nuclear systems at large values of charge and volume. RIB factories of the
next generation, such as FAIR, plan to provide heavy ion beams at high energies to facilitate experimental
access to these mass regimes. In preparation of future experimental endeavours, a systematic survey of
available nuclear data, mainly energies and reduced transition probabilities/lifetimes of short–lived 21+ states
in even–even isotopes with Z=82,84,86 was undertaken. The principle motivation is to trace the competition
between collective and single-particle degrees of freedom in the mass area just above Pb (Z=82), an area
known to exhibit isomerism, octupole degrees of freedom and shape coexistence. Existing data were
compared to the theoretical predictions using the analytical, parameter–free proxy–SU(3) scheme, for neutron
numbers N=96–116. The model was further employed to predict currently unknown values for spectroscopic
data in series of Pb, Po and Ra isotopes.
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___________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
The next–generation radioactive beam facilities plan to produce exotic nuclei and use them as
probes of nuclear phenomena hardly known or entirely unknown today. Shedding light on the
nuclear structure in the extremes of the nuclear chart, as well as in the superheavy region, can
offer new insights to understanding the dynamics of the subatomic world. Preparing for the
future, proper synergies between available experimental data and theoretical modeling have to
be built to lay the ground for important discoveries. In this work, we report on a survey of
spectroscopic data in the superheavies and the application of a recently developed model,
proxy–SU(3), to provide predictions for the same set.
DATA SURVEY
Existing experimental values of the first 2" energy state in the ground state band #$%'& (
and halflives ) were surveyed [1,2]. Using the above values, B(E2) values are extracted
according to the simplified expression:
*($2 ↓) = 0.0816
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THE PROXY-SU(3) SCHEME
Proxy-SU(3) is a relatively new algebraic approach [3] to describe properties of nuclei
based on fermionic symmetries. The proxy-SU(3) scheme is a good approximation to the full
set of orbitals in a major shell. Complex shell–model calculations have been replaced with a
symmetry–based description, thus enabling the prediction of several nuclear properties
analytically and often in a parameter–free way.
Each nucleus is characterized by its irreducible representation (irrep), noted as (9, ;).
Those irreps are organized in tables for every Z and/or N [4]. This scheme has been proven to
work best for heavier nuclei, precisely where full microscopic calculations are most challenged.
Despite its recent development, proxy-SU(3) has already been successful in predicting the
prolate over oblate dominance in deformed nuclei, the determination of the prolate to oblate
transition, and parameter free predictions for the deformation parameters < and = for even rare
earths and superheavy elements [4-6], which were successfully compared to existing
theoretical models, such as Relativistic Mean Field.
B(E2) values within the proxy-SU(3) scheme
The B(E2) values are extracted within the proxy-SU(3) scheme using the expression [7]:
*[$2; (9, ;) @ A → (9, ;) @ C AC ]
G % (K,L) 2AC + 1
⟨(9, ;) @ A; (1,1)2||(9, ;) @ C AC ⟩% (2)
= 4 F I J%
H
2A + 1

where:
• (λ,µ) is the irrep that characterizes the specific nucleus
• K, K’ are the missing quantum numbers of the initial and final state. When an HP(3) ⊃
HS(3) decompositon appears, they are required for the separation of the energy bands.
• H = HT + HU is the size of the shell
(K,L)
• J%
= 9% + ;% + 3(9 + ;) + 9; is the second order Casimir operator of SU(3)
C
• A, A are the angular momenta of the initial and final energy level, and finally
• ⟨(9, ;) @ A; (1,1)2||(9, ;) @ C AC ⟩% are coefficients relevant to the decomposition from
SU(3) to SO(3). Those coefficients are obtained using the SU3CGVCS code [8].
Based on Eq. (2), analytical calculations of B(E2) values in the rare earth region have been
presented in [6].
Proxy SU(3) and shape coexistence
Lately, it has been observed that in areas where shape coexistence [9] is expected, the
ground state band and the nearby lying K=0 band are represented by the proxy-SU(3) irreps
and the exact SU(3) irreps occurring by consideration of the magic numbers of the isotropic
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator [10,11].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
$%&' Data Survey

Figure 1. Experimental values of the energies of the 21+ states for Pb, Po and Rn isotopes.

B(E2)s in Superheavies Region & Candidate Neutron Numbers for Shape Coexistance
In the present work we are interested in the superheavies region focusing on the Pb, Po and
Rn isotopic chains. It is necessary to stress the fact that no other analytical calculation is known
in this region, mainly due to the complexity of these systems.
In Table 1, the relative irreps (both proxy-SU(3) and exact SU(3)) are presented. Using
these irreps in Eq. (2), we first obtain the SU(3)"SO(3) coefficients and then we get the B(E2)
values in e2b2. Our results are presented in Fig. 2.

Table 1. The relative proxy-SU(3) and exact SU(3) irreps used in our calculations.

Figure 2. Theoreticaly predicted B(E2) values for Pb, Po and Rn isotopes, using both proxy-SU(3)
and exact SU(3) schemes. All known experimental data have been included for comparison.
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CONCLUSIONS
The above observations can be summarized as follows:
1) Several $%&' experimental values with low uncertainties are available, however, very few
lifetimes values exist, with rather huge uncertainties, mainly due to the experimental
difficulties of measuring half-lives in heavy nuclei.
2) The trend in the energies in Fig. 1 (plateaus instead of constantly in/de-creasing behavior)
can be considered as indication of shape coexistence besides already known collective
phenomena in the area.
3) The exact SU(3) predictions (Fig. 2) seem to agree well with the available experimental
values in Pb isotopes. However, more data are needed to examine any shape coexistence
phenomena that may occur in the region.
4) The region above Pb is widely unexplored regarding any spectroscopic information,
mainly due to experimental limitations. RIB factories of near future (e.g. FAIR, FRIB)
plan to provide heavy probes at significant beam intensities aiming at exploring a widely
unknown mass region.
To conclude, a synergy between surveyed experimental data and theoretical models has
been presented in this paper, identifying open questions in the superheavy mass. Such questions
have to included as motivation for designing future experimental activities at RIB factories.
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